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IHE BATES STUDENT
BATES COLLEGE, LEWISTON, MAINE, SEPTEMBER 22,

Ljjteen Newcowers On Faculty;
Lby. Fisher, Covell Are Back

By Subscription

1949*

Prexy Addresses First ChapelExpect 775 To Register By Today
By Charlie Clark

FRESHMAN RULES
Women

Men

Polio Claims life
Of'49 Graduate

Addressing the entire student body and faculty for the first time
this year, President Phillips declared this morning that Congress
should establish a bi-partisan commission to study how "big government" can be made consistent with the maintenance of individ-

(Rule revisions to go into effect (Rules in effect tomorrow morning)
ual freedom and liberty.
William S. Senseney '49 of Iptomorrow morning. For remainder 1. Wear caps and identification
Two hundred and sixty-three of the approximately 775 students
of rules consult Bluebook.)
pins at all times except to swich, Mass., died of polio at Salem,
on the campus this semester are freshmen, who yesterday completed
11. His
1. Bows may be removed when
church. Print names clearly on Mass., Hospital Sept.
a five-day Freshman Week program. Many upperclassmen arrived
frosh win first game.
pins in one-inch black letters. widow, the former Joyce I. Street
2. Nine o'clock permissions until 2. Pins may be removed when '48 of Portland, is also a polio pa- yesterday in time for last night's IMUR party, get-acquainted party
debibbing with one 9:30 per a
frosh win first football game. tient.
sponsored by the Christian Association.
.—
"Revolution In Government"
week and 12 o'clock permis- 3. No coeducating except from
The couple was scheduled to sail
The president's address, "The
sions on Saturday.
noon Saturday to. 9 p.m. Sun- for England last Friday, where Sen
Twenty Years' Revolution in Govday and at freshman games.
Standing 9:30 permissions for
seney was to have entered Manernment," highlighted the First
study at library only.
4. Set up and take down chairs at chester University to study for a
Chapel services, which marked the
4. After debibbing. 9:30 permisall rallies.
master's degree in English literaopening of the college year and the
sions with one 10 o'clock per a 5. Know school songs and cheers. ture.
87th convocation of the college.
week. Twelve o'clock pers Sat- 6. Become acquainted with Bates
Sensency was stricken Sept. 5
"Future historians," said Dr.
"Hello".
urday.
and his wife the week before. Her
PhiHips, "will most ■ likely record
5. Coeducating allowed from noon 7. Carry matches at all times for condition has recently been -lescrib
the 20 years from 1929 to 1949 as
the benefit of upperclassmen.
Saturday until 9 p.m. Sunday
ed as favorable.
one of the most important 20-year
8. No high school or prep school
during freshman rules.
While at Bates, both Sen seney
periods in our history — for it was
insignia shall be worn at any
6. Debibbing takes place Oct. 27.
and his wife were active in the Robthis 20-year period which produced
time.
a revolution in our government. In
9. A disciplinary committee of inson Players. Mrs. Senseney conthose few years we passed from the
seven appointed by the Student fined her work to the production
Council shall be formed. At end, while her husband appeared
days of little government to the era,
l<m"F\CULTY MEMBERS are, left to right: front row, Miss Field, Miss Guireceo, Miss Golden,
least two of the members will often in principal roles.
of big government."
' , cjnger; second row, Mr. Norton, Mr. Curry, Dr. Donovan, Coach Hatch, Mr. Lux, Mr.
be Council members and memSenseney was president ■•'. th
President Phillips pointed out
Mr, and Mr. Friend.
bers of the committee will re- S offord Club his last two years at
that when any organization devel(
Thirteen states are represented in
ops as rapidly as has big governmain secret.
Bates. An English major, nt shared
the freshman class, consisting of
ment, it is inevitable that from
10. Rules end Oct. 27 after the with Mrs. Robert C Vtrnon, the
139
men
and
124
women,
a
total
of
new instructors and three other recently appointed members
Decapping
Ceremony.
former
Arrolyn
Hayes
'49,
the
Wiltime to time its entire structure
263 students.
tie college staff will swing into active duty here as Hathorn
needs reexamination. This, said the
Of the thirteen states, Massachu- 11. Haze Day will take place on the liam Henry Hartshorn prize tor the
highest .rank in English literature
speaker, was the task of the Hoover
day
of
decapping.
i mils first classes tomorrow morning.
setts provides the most students,
during
junior
and
seniors
years
Commission, of which he was a
Returned to the classroom from sabbaticals and leave of absence
accounting for 34.2% of the total.
member.
Maine
holds
second
place
with
On
Class
Day
>ast
June
Sens-ney
i be Dr. Rayborn L. Zerby, professor of Cultural Heritage,
Thirty-one seniors attendee1 a
"However,!' said Dr. Phillips,
delivered the last will and testament
lilosophy, and religion and director of chapel; Dr. Lloyd W. class Tuesday morning beginning 21.3%.
"it is not enough to prepare a plan
New York state and Connectiof the Class of 3949. He was a
to perform a service efficiently if
C professor of geology; and Robert R. Covell, instructor in a two-day orientation which intro- cut are both represented by 13.3%
member of Phi Beta Kappa.
duced the first student teaching pro- of the freshmen, and other states,
the service itself needs to be elimsory and government.
Senseney was a native of Holinated."
stationed at Chapel Hill, N. C, Ra- gram here since before the war.
in order of percentage are: New
voke, Mass., and was a resident of
tji Ed. Director
Special
buses
will
leave
the
corUrges "Big Government" Study
About
three
quarters
of
the
cife, Brazil, and Jacksonville, Fla..
Jersey.
New
Hampshire,
Rhode
Practice teaching, required for
Ipswich 16 years.
ner of College St. and Campus
Dr. Phillips then urged that both
Uoyd H. Lux of New York City where he was the squadron ath- teaching certificates in most states, Island, Vermont and Pennsylvania. amount pledged in last year's
Ave. a week from Saturday after major political parties join hands to
Campus
Chest
drive
was
paid
up
«i Robert \Y. Hatch of Boston letic officer for the navy.
One
student
each
is
enrolled
was used at Bates for a period bethe closing of the last class to take establish a new bi-partisan comFor the past two years Mr. Lux fore the war but at that time Lew- from Florida. Indiana, Ohio, North by the end of the spring semester.
Bi joined the faculty as director
all freshmen and new students to mission to "study the basic probAccording
to
a
statement
issued
has
been
teaching
and
studying
for
si irtshman coach in the departiston-Auburn schools were not in- Carolina, and Washington, D. C.
Lake Grove picnic ground in East lem which the 20-years' revolution
by Dean Rowe on July 7. students
iical education for men his doctorate at Columbia Univer- cluded in the prograrn and only
Auburn for the annual Stanton in government has created: the
coughed
up
only
$2,069.57
of
the
I u6n of Annvil'.c. Pa., Mr. sity Teachers College.
two-hour credits were given.
problem of how big government
Ride.
$2,725 they signed pledges for in
JJ received his A B. degree from Freshman Coach
All but one of the students in
can be made consistent with the
Bates'
initial
chest
drive
last
NoThe
annual
outing
in
honor
of
Mr. Hatch was graduated from
jtaon College in Annville and his
this year's program are teaching
Bates' famous Uncle Johnny Stan- maintenance of freedom and liberFourteen proctors for the seven vember. Because of the $655.43 defastir of education degree from Boston University last June with a
one or two hours a day in local men's dorms have been appointed by icit, the World Student Service
Despite a substantial increase in ton will include lunch, games, a ty on the part of the individual."
. ! College in 1932. After B.S. in physical education and a
schools with three or six credit
"The revolution in government,"
Fund received less than 68 per cent operating expenses, the College hike to the tombstone made known
Mr.
Sampson
during
the
summer.
minor
in
social
studies.
As
an
unsching and teaching at Wilbrahours. The teaching plan, arranged
said
the president, "has come so
closed
its
fiscal
year
with
a
ba'nnced
of
the
amount
the
Campus
Chest
to
many
generations
of
Bates
stuThey are as follows: Arthur Dar■ Academy. Moorestown, N. J., dergraduate he played varsity base- by the educational department :n
budget, said President Phillips in a dents by Dean Rowe, and the rapidly, so haphazardly, and has
Committee
had
promised.
ken
and
Stephen
Gilbert,
John
Berag'n School, and Wallingford, Pa., ball and football serving as captain cooperation with local school offiAllocation of the amount re- N'ews Bureau release last week fol- freshman class picture, probably the such important implications for all
ip School, he joined the staff of last year's football team. He has cials, is under the direction of Prof. tram; Kenneth Hilt and John Mcceived was as follows: WSSF. lowing the publication of the reoort only opportunity the class of 1953 of us that it needs study — and it
Claren,
Chase
Hall;
Warren
Baxter
ttse State Teachers College in been selected to play in all-star
Bortner.
and Horace Record, Smith North; $1,150; DP student, $500; Lewis- ot College Treasurer George W. will have for a photo with every needs it now."
* where, except for the wax pe- games at Miami and Detroit.
Last night's traditional IMUR
Working
at
Lewiston
High
Austin Jones and William Perham, ton-Auburn Community Chest Lane, Jr, covering the year ending member present.
Prior to entering Boston Univer>i he coa,
all and basparty, arranged by James Ander$275:
Winthrop
YMCA
Camp June 30, 1949.
The
games
will
be
highlighted
School
are
Phyllis
Day,
Muriel
Smith
Middle;
Leroy
Faulkner
and
•M and taught physical educa- sity Mr. Hatch attended Melrose
scholarships, $80; Red Cross, $50.
Approximately $8,000 was added by a tug-of-war between freshman son and Arnold Smollcr, included
High School, where he played four Mansfield, Robert Dunn, Aaron Alexander Somerville, Smith South:
i* until 1947.
besides the usual seat-changing getBecause of passport difficulties, to the working capital and the bud- men and women.
Gillespie,
Lyla
Nichols,
Richard
Hugh
Penney
and
Richard
Scott,
(Continued on page four)
Wng the war Mr. Lux was
the
German
DP
student
will
not
get balanced despite an increase of
Preparations are being made for acquainted procedure, community
Scott,
Frederick
Ienello, David F.ast Parker? Wilfred Barbeau and
enter Bates until February.
$87,000 in the year's operating ex the CA by Jane Kendall and James singing and piano solos by Carl
Leach, Norman Parent, Marjorie Ralph Perry, West Parker.
(Continued on page three)
The Campus Chest drive for this penses over the preceding year. The O'Connell.
Wilkinson, Nestor Menguel, and
Mr. Sampson has also announced,
year
is
scheduled
for
Oct.
31
to
year's
expenses
were
$827,000
and
Navarre Harrington.
that George Hamilton and Merrill
At Edward Little High aie Mar- Nearis will be bell-ringers during Nov. 5. Plans are in the hands of the year's income was $835,000.
a committee organized late last
The Treasurer's Report also indijorie Dwelley, Irene IH.'ng, Joyce the coming year. Assistants in the
the
spring under the chairmanship of cates a net gain in the College's
Chrisone
of
the
largest
to
attend
imekawa, Bates
Lyon,
John
Purkis,
Alexander infirmary are George Cory and
George Gamble.
endowment for '.he year of $65,000,
nation president, has 1 een O-At-Ka conference. Its 21 mem- Somerville, Faith Seiple, Athena James Vertano.
bers
were:
Glenn
Kumekawa,
chairbringing it to over $2.4 million,
|We4 Program Committee r],airGiftos, Madeline Pillsbury, Robert
Vincent F. X. Belleau '33, city tors have arranged for the semiK
while total investment in the plan' editor of the Lewiston Journal, will nars as a means to improving the
* the New England Student man, Patricia Cartwright, Francts Schmidt, and Jesse Castanias.
increased by $58,000 to reach a new conduct next Thursday evening the quality of the STUDENT.
"»'M Movement, the CA an- Curry, Dr. D'Alfonso, Arthur DarAt Webster Junior High, Auhigh at $1.5 million.
p-fd today. Kumekawa was ken, Robert Dean, Donald Dervis, burn, are Horace Record, Norman
Mr. Belleau is a graduate of Edfirst of a series of four informal
"We attach special significance," journalism seminars for members ward Little High School, where he
P« tor the tup regional position William Dill, Robert Foster, Ruth Card, William Cunnane, Charles
■ Jane by vofng delegates a* the Xlawunn. Jean McLeod, Jos-?h |MacArthur, Betty Daniels, and
said the president, "to the fact that of the STUDENT staff.
was editor of the yearbook and
last year our scholarship grants to
pawn's eleventh annual sum- Mitchell "49, Margaret Moulton, Catherine Evans.
business manager Tor the weekly
Topics for discussion at the first
-tudents reached a new peak at
oaper. At Bates he was assistant
* coherence at Canp O-At-Ka, Jane Osborne, Dr. and Mrs. PaintAt Walton Junior High, Auburn,
seminar
will
be
"What
Is
News?"
er, Hugh Penney, Elizabeth Plays,
ftSebago.
$25,400 ... A substantial part of
managing editor of the STUDENT
are Wayne Lago and Geraldint
"How To Get News", and "The
Barbara Spring. William Stnngfelthis increase was made possible by
his junior year and sports editor
Moulton.
I ^tcen students and three fac- low '49, and Arthur Thurber.
News Lead". The meeting will be
the many gifts to the College on the
his senior year. While an underArthur Blanchard will take part
held at 7 p.m. in the Publishing Asirom Bates were
,iart of its friends who are intergraduate, he also worked part time
Springfield
Prexy
Speaks
Cony
High
* the 300 delegates to attend
in the program at
ested in our scholarship program sociation Office.
for the Lewiston Journal.
:
President
Paul
Limbert
of
^ «-day con: -.
\[or,.. than
School in Augusta.
We are deeply grateful for their
Style and make-up will be among
During the year following his
Springfield
College
and
Dr.
John
j£"f Kew England colleges and
the subjects discussed at meetings graduation in 1933 Mr. Belleau sold
aid."
Hutchison, professor of religion at
""' were represented.
The .release did not mention the later in the weekly series. If a sat- advertising for the Sun-Journal. In
Williams College gave the five
"* From Bate,
recent
$50-per-sevnester tuition in- isfactory date can be arranged, 1934 he became a reporter for the
morning'addresses which htghhsrht,.•:antkaw
Donald F. Williams '39, feature Journal, and five years later he was
" Was one of six Ba^es ed the daily programs. Dr. John
crease effective this semester.
A one-day extension of
writer for the Worcester Sunday made city editor.
*orkers to be elected to re- Oliver Nelson, Federal Conn- .1 ot
Christmas vacation was anHI
Telegram, will be on campus to
Last year Mr. Belleau spent
| Posts. Others were .Virgaret Churches commissioner and editor
nounced today by Pres.dent
join Mr. Belleau in leading the three weeks at Columbia University
L*" Md Dr Zerby, Program 0f Intercollegian Magazine, was
Phillips.
seminar on feature stories.
attending seminars for city editors
If**! Jean McLeod am! Mrs, .-. nference chaplain.
Prior to the announcement
sponsored by the American Press
0 At-Ka Pfenning
Sat.,
Sept.
24
Mr.
Belleau
plans
to
conduct
the
The conference program also fea
the
Christmas recess was
l^itl
,u
"• Robert
Foster *as re- tured worship, Bible study, semiFootball game. Bates vs. U. of series in close cooperation with the Institute. Since then he has led a
*n roster
scheduled from 12:15 p.m. SatMass.,
Walton Field, Auburn, 8 STUDENT editors, so that the press seminar and taken part in the
W C ° me'nhership on the Cen- .,-rs panel discasions, and workurday. Dec. 17, to 7:40 a.m.
^mm„t,r. SCM policy-mak shop on such topics as civil lrbert.es,
paper can be used -as a laboratory annual editors' day at the Univerp. m.
Monday, Jan. 2. Now classes
Rally
in
front
of
Rand
Hall
at
for the informal course. The edi- sity of Maine.
ecnomic justice, Soviet-A.ner.can
will not be resumed unt.l 7.40
6:15
p.
m.
-.lations,
and
the
World
Student
negation from Bates was
a.m. Tuesday, Jan. 3.
TRUMAN CONFERS WITH BATES GRAD. President Harry S. Sun., Sept. 25
"This one-day extension was
Service Fund.
Truman talks with William Stringfellow, Bates '49, retiring chairOuting Club open house, ThornDuring afternoon recreation pevoted at a recent faculty meetlu
All the editors will be on hand
man of the United Student Christian Council, during a private crag, 2 p. m.
ing," said Dr. Ph.U.ps, so that
riods students P»y«7TtheTake
to
welcome new recruits to the
Mon.,
Sept.
26
and
add.ed
canoes
along
he
Lake
Bate,
students
wiU
not
need
to
conference
at
the
White
House
Sept.
8.
[Harris
and
Ewing
Photo]
Society
P
Men's Off-Campus Organization Fourth Estate when the STUtravel
on
a
legal
holiday.
htos",""'1^ lry°uts, Monday. ^^u"ffere'd Z thirl! annual deA private interview with President ship of the United Student Christian meeting, chapel, 9:05-9:30 a. m.
staff holds its first
DENT
1*11 ^.5 ?' m in the chapel.
Preparations for Saturday night's
Truman capped off a summer of na- Council, the nation's largest student 'STUDENT staff meeting, Room
irattrhtnds of the University
"lemlnT
meeting
of
the year next Monday football opener with the University
first rehearsal,
movement. Stringfellow met with 1, Hathorn, 6:45 p. m.
tional
and
international
student
con**. 7:45 t0 84S, in the chapel. of Conecticut delegation.
from 6:45 to 7:15 p.m. in Room 1, of Massachusetts being shaped up
ference hopping for William Str.ng- President Truman the morning of Thurs., Sept. 29
* Ch0lr
by the Student Council and Stufellow '49 of Northampton, Mass., September 8.
Friday, Sept. 25
First STUDENT journalism Hathorn.
s
«udents
Stringfellow said that the President Government are a pre-game
former Bates debater and Student
No assembly.
interested: tryouts
seminar.
Publishing
Association
The editors will be introduced rally Saturday and arrangements
dent told him the student Christian
Monday, Sept. 26
«what Council president.
,0n 0rr0W 6:45
1
office,
Chase
Hall,
6:45
p.
m.
Vin^ ch '
'
loSP" - uelegates to the 194V aM»
Dr. Zerby will speak on What
Stringfellow, long prominent in the movements are providing an im- cent F. Belleau '33, Lewiston and plans and procedure an- for bus transportation to Walton
y
nounced for the coming year. All Field in New Auburn, where the
m. assembly. D«n«*-«* Student
Christian movements in the portant place for preparing future Journal city editor, leader.
Bates Means".
' 6:45 to 7:45 p. in., in
sion the assembly elect
_ Wednesday, Sept. 28
students interested in newswriting, Bobcats will make their first ap■*»P*I.
United States, was elected in Au- leadership. Truman mentioned esSat., Oct. 1
feature writing, sports writing, car- pearance under the lights.
yea
Religious
service
conducted
by
pecially
the
conferences
held
on
an
for
theresolut-ons
com
I*i_K regional
gust to the executive committee of the
dozen
affeenng
Football game, Bates vs. Middle- tooning, or advertising are urged to
R]..es
]-\ii Band
international
level,
which
he
felt
the Rev. Lewis M. Brehaut of the World's Student Christian
FederaBuses will leave Rand Hall at 7
bury at Middlebury, Vt., 2 p. m.
|| '"dents
' " "iterested: contac* and campus program an
attend. Men reporters are especial,
United Baptist Church.
tion, a position which is perhaps the were "a definite contribution to
p.m.
Saturday following the quick
day
or
Stanton Ride for freshmen; buses ly needed.
N ret, T '"
tomorrow. Robert Foster served a ^
Friday, Sept. 30
most responsible in student Christen- world peace".
rally, and will return to the campus
reh
leave
corner
of
College
St.
and
jHl5 '
«rsal next Tues- of the resolutions comm.ttec.
During the interview the young
To be announced.
dom.
\\ ' ,0 5;15 p. in., m Alumni
Applicants for the reporting staff after the game.
Bates
graduate presented Truman Campus Ave. after closing of last
Truman Lauds SCM
MO n
OC
3
Students will pay their own fare
will
each be asked to write a news
Saturday class.
p rSam of instrUmen,al music
en
The young alumnus received a with a bound book of messages in
and
are reminded that the use of
Socie
„
-49
were
«
*«".
°
.
itchstory
covering
the
staff
meeting,
to
Spe
ee
M
I Mi*.
*y
h/smdent, The firs, of a b.-weekly wired invitation to visit the Presi- many languages for the delegates Sun., Oct. 2
Outing Club open house, Thorn- be turned in at the first journalism tokens rather than dimes will save
r W ""* int""ted: contact
series of programs arranged by Mr. dent at the White House only a few from 30 nations who had met
them money.
seminar Thursday evening.
crag, 2 p. in.
IS'r*h°n tef°re next Thursday :erve"donW*hea"steering co.nmitte. Norton to illustrate progress.vo pe(Continued on page four)
days before he retired from chairmanone of the 14 riods in the history of music.
r> 6«arsal w'» he next ThursDr. D'Alfonso was
,0
V
*« p. m., in the conference seminar leaders.

Dies Of Polio

263 Frosh Hail
From 13 States

Thirty-One Enroll
In Teaching Plan

New Students Take
Stanton Bide Oct. 1

'48 Campus Chest
$655 In The Hole

List 14 Men Proctors

BudgetBalances
For Fiscal Year,
Report Reveals

Elects Kumekawa Program Chairman;
bty-One From Bates Attend O-At-Ka Meet

Local City Editor WiU Lead Press Seminars;
STUDENT Plans Four-Week Series For Staff

Stringfellow Calls On Truman,
Ends Globe Trotting Summer

Christmas Vacation

Calendar

Staff Meeting

M sic Groups

■-*

Chapel Programs

1

'wr ;.!:™

rehearsal win

^ Dt. P,,..- «; j-5',3-

Announce Plans
For First Rally,
Transporta tion
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Upperclassmen Take Over

Frosh MenTake Over Parker Hall,
Girls Get Mitchell And Roger Bill
The world rejoiced when the lights
went on again in London's Picadilly
Circus, and the Bates family can rejoice that the shades are once again
up in Parker Hall. Both are symbols that conditions are once again
returning to normal.
For several years Parker has been
the headquarters for some 115 girls
who found its location perfect for
campus activities even if its eaves
were low for more than midgetsized residents of the fourth floor.
Undoubtedly the freshman fellows
are having the same problem.
Many of the last year residents of
Parker left their imperishable stuff
in the butt room.. When they went
over to get it, some of the arriving
freshmen seemed to be slightly confused as to just which dorm they
were assigned to. It is an understandable problem, as most coed-colleges are not apt to go that far with
the coeducation.

to college.
We are sure that the newcomers to the campus join us in commending Mr. Lindholm and his committee on the smoothness and
effectiveness of the Freshman Week program.
The question now is whether the upperclassmen can pick up the
ball and continue this smooth and effective orientation period for
the Class of '53 by means of freshman rules.
At times during the next five weeks the freshmen may think that
life is not as beautiful as Papa David would have us believe. But
the Student Council and Student Government Board are quite serious in their belief that the freshman rules program can be a valuable experience and later a cherished memory for the students concerned.
We hope that both freshmen and upperclassmen will cooperate
to make it so.

WSSF Short-Changed
We hope and believe that the new Campus Chest Committee will
benefit by the mistakes of last year.
The Campus Chest is a good idea. The first drive just wasn't
managed properly. Because it wasn't managed properly, the World
Student Service Fund got only 68 per cent of the $1700 which it
had received from Bates in past years and which the Campus

Another drastic change is the fixing up of Roger Williams Hall,
Roger Bill to upperclassmen, for the
women. Partitions have been added
to make the dormitory section of the
building more private, and a suite
has been remodeled into reception
rooms. One slight inconvenience is
that the piano cannot be played until
after 5, undoubtedly out of regard
for the work carried on in the offices beneath. Typing to the accompaniment of "The Penguin At The
Waldorf" is not apt to be a very
businesslike procedure.
Some of the follows are slightly
horrified at the changes that have
taken place in the room decorations
in what was once their domain. They
don't seem to feel that silk puffs and
ruffled curtains belong in a dorm
that had refutedly earned the nickname, "the monastery". It is the ardent desire of some of the freshmen
that the same line of reasoning is not
followed again, as they do not think
the name nunnery would be too well
received by those concerned.
Fishbowl With A View
Mitchell House has been returned
from whence it came, to the women.

In some people's eyes I seem to
be the most distinctive feature
around here. Did you hear about
the summer visitor to this state
who, when told that the girl she
was meeting went to Bates College,
replied, "Oh, yes. That's the college with
the beautiful
green
grass."
Someone dropped a newspaper on me the other day. One
of the names looked familiar,
so I did a little summer reading. That fact in itself was as
unusual as what I read:
"Church Leader Honors Truman." Sure enough, old Bill
Stringfellow, that chap who
did so much talking around
here for four years, had gone
to Washington and honored the
President with a visit.
A large number of postcatds
have come my way this summer.
Seems that these Bates people really get around. Postmarks have
been from Mexico, Wyoming, Canada, and just about every country
in Europe. I was surprised not to
see one from the English Channek
but I guess that it also did not get'
across.

The men return to Parker steps.

The World Student Service Fund is unique in that it is the only
major charity endorsed by all faiths which depends almost entirely
upon student contributions and which benefits students exclusively.

It has been serving as a men's dorm
for two years when the housing directors didn't quite know what else
to do with the twenty fellows not accomodated in Smith, Roger Bill, or
J. B. Mitchell was chosen as it was
the only house of the right size which
was comparatively secluded from the
other girls' houses and still within

Sampsonville

Cutting of the WSSF allotment not only short-changed a cause

which deserves our support perhaps more than any other; it directly violated the agreement under which the Christian Association
Lots of new faces in Garcelon,
last year turned the WSSF drive over to the newly formed Campus lardwtll and Russell this Fall. An
Chest. Both the DP student and the WSSF were to have had prior- unofficial tally shows that thirteen
new
families
and
twenty-three
ity on funds received. Five hundred dollars was to have gone to tot
bachelors have joined the rest of
DP student and $1700 to the WSSF, even if this meant no contri- us here in Sampsonville. Vin Mcbutions at all to the other three charities.
Gee and family, Mike and Agnes
Stephanian, Mr. and Mrs. John
But because all students did not redeem their pledges, and beLamprey, Mr. and Mrs. John Doncause the committee did not keep its agreement under those cur- ovan (he.s fa the History dept)>
We hope that President Phillips was right last Saturday night
when he told the freshmen that the students are out to do a better
job on the Campus Chest this year.

How To Read The STUDENT
At Bates, nearly everyone reads the STUDENT — though we
do know of one professor who prefers the Philadelphia Bulletin.
As a special service to freshmen, who will probably want to do
everything according to the accepted campus patterns, we are dis-

Everyone is busy unloading boxes and barrels — the brides are
trying the new kitchen equipment
they received for wedding presents,
and the husbands are busy making
alterations or moving furniture. Al
Dunham reports that wife Joy
whipped up a large scale Sunday
dinner last week and it was a success — he could be prejudiced.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jones and
What's the story on those disapId
pearing toll house cookies, Joy?
"Bud" Porter, Al and Joy DunOther Additions
ham, Al and Norma Evans, Mr.
Speaking of additions to our
and Mrs. Don Friend (Sociology
dept.), and Mr. and Mrs. Bortner project we must not forget to point
(Education dept.) are all newcom- a finger at Larry Cannon's new
Buick. It is the pride of the parkers to Garcelon House.
Russell House now has Mr. and ing lot and quite a change from the
Mrs. Allen, Mr. and Mrs. Allan old '36 Pontiac kidney wrecker
Kneeland, Ralph and Lee Mills, that Larry had last year. He says
Art and Lois Griffiths, and Dick it's easy enough to get a new car
Packard and his ,Mrs. (who moved — the only trouble comes in payover from Bardwell late last sem- ing for it.

closing for the first time the results of an informal survey conducted ester).
last spring to determine how the average STUDENT reader goes Bachelors in Bardwell
Bardwell House newcomers are
about his weekly ritual.
xr. and Mrs. Don McCarty, Chick
According to this survey, Mr. Average Reader makes an eight
_,eahy and his Mrs., Mr. and Mrs.
3ob Hatch (Athletic dept.), Mr.
step job of it:
and Mrs. Bob Hamlin, and a list of
1. Without looking at page one, he turns to the second page to single males which includes: Bob
see if he is mentioned in the gossip column. (We are considering Wilson, Dave Merill (whose arrifolding the papers inside-out for his convenience in the future.)
val is held up due to polio in his
family). Bob Jones, Jim Mark2. He skims the letters to the editor — so he'll know what to ham, Bob LaPointe, Leroy Dancer
gripe about during the coming week.
Ronald Tiffany, Walt Cushman.
Milt
Henderson,
Dave
Leach,
3. He glances at the movie ads.
Walker Heap, Andy Krall, Bill
4. He reads one or two stories on the sports page.
Dill, Bob Dunn, Wendall Wray,
Bob Corish, Don Chalmers, Fred
5. He turns to the front page and reads the headline (and only
Slocum, Dave Green, Dave "His
the headline) on the latest chapter of our serial feature, "String- Honor the- Mayor of Bates" Whiting Along With Bill".
ing, Bill Cunnane, Bob Creamer,
and last but not least Don Russell.
6. He gives the whole paper a quick once-over for pictures.
Looks like the baby sitter problem
7. In case he hasn't already noted a proof error or two, he reads is just about solved.
Rocky is gone but Rusty is here
news stories — sometimes even an editorial — until he finds a misto take his place — so all seems to
take he can mention the next time he passes the editor crossing
be normal.
campus.
8. He spreads the paper out on the floor and shines his shoes

EAT AT
If there is anything we would rather find in our mailbox than our
GI insurance dividends, it is letters to the editor from our readers.

Prospects
Of course we are still in baseballfootball season, but the prospects
for the married men's* basketball
team look good with the addition
of Chick Leahy and Mike Stephanian to our ranks. With Al Evans,
Richard Dick, and Bill LaRochelle, it looks like we might be in
for a successful season. Rumor has
it that the bachelors will have a
team of their own so we can't count
on them this year — only as opposition.

Cyclists Find Trip Fun,
Enjoy Planning Own Tour
By Carol PetreU
Nicki Hutton was one of those
girls who planned their trip to Europe in order to get the most out of
it. Along with Phoebe Jones, Happy
Jenkinson, Emef Turner, and three
girls from other schools, she traveled
through England, France (especially
Paris), Switzerland, and Belgium on
a bicycle. (Some fun — their poor
aching derrieres).
No Rigid Schedule
These brave souls pedalled through
the old country without a leader.
Trusting to their mental prowess and
physical fitness developed by years
at Bates and the PFI's, the girls
made their plans on a day to day
basis following their interests; yet
keeping in mind the skeleton outline
made back in the states.
This arrangement had its rough
moments, but the old New England
ingenuity always came through. For
instance, it was quite an experience
to come into the large cities such as
London, Geneva, Paris and Brussels
with no idea as to where they would
sleep. Most vivid in Nicki's mind is
the time in Paris when she made at
least eight phone calls trying to get

Not much else to report this
week. Dr. Painter turned in the
"improvement of the year" with
his garden and vinecovered porch.

EMPIRE

TIBBYS
SPORTS CENTER

Wed. - Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
"Come To The Stable"

NEEDS FOR EVERY GAME
AND SPORT

- with Loretta Young - Celecte Holme

274 Main St.
Lewiston
Phone 3-0431

Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
"ANNA LUCOSTE"

Alfred J. Thibodeau
Edrick J. Thibodeau

FRANGEDAKIS*

accommodations. It seems that they
spoke no English there and couldn't
understand Bertocci's 131 French.
The kids got off to a roaring start.
They planned to go twenty-five miles
the first day and only went four because four of the bikes broke down
during the first few minutes. Their
education was vastly improved because they all got a concentrated
study of the inside of English garages. Amazing how many interesting people you can meet there.
Channel Crossing
After that they had no trouble
with the bikes except when they were
crossing the channel. The crane had
bunched all the wheels together and
was lifting them off the ship. All
was supposed to land quietly on the
dock but instead rammed the tower.
Result: one wire basket resting in
the ocean .one puncture and several
dents. P.S., the girls survived.
All Roads Lead To Rome
Then they were on the train
from Paris to Geneva, and halfway there, they discovered themselves on the way to Rome. Trying
to get off the train with bag and
baggage was a large joke because

The massive piece of silver and
gold which made its first appearance to n»st Bates students when
it was carried by Doctor Sawyer
in the faculty processional this
morning is a new ceremonial mace,
the gift of the Class of 1904
The traditional symbol of authority was presented to President
Phillips at the Alunmi Luncheon
last June by Leverett H. Cutten.
•04. plant engineer at the Mack
Manufacturing Corporation, Allentown, Pa., and part-time silversmith, who forged the three-andone-half-foot mace in gold-plated
sterling silver.
Mr. Cutten, who made an intensive study of government and college maces and the traditions surrounding them before designing
the Bates mace, worked into silver
a very intricate symbolism including oak leaves and an acorn on the
sphere at the lower end, .symbols
of strength; the seals of Bates Col-

lege, the City
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that they wanted to know who
had done the singing. Upon being told that the girl's name
was Avon Cheel they gasped
and admitted that they had
seen that printed on the program but had thought that it
was the name of the song she
sang.

Outing Club P]J
Full Fall Schedule!

' There seem to be the funniest
shoes in the strangest places this
year. No heels on Parker walks,
but losts more than before around
Roger Bill. They can't all be
naughty girls going to see the
Dean, so I guess some must live
there. And Mitchell — haven't had
any heels there for a couple of
years, but there sure are plenty
now. I do recognize some of the
others wandering around there,
though.
The sudden showers which
fell last Tuesday were welcome
to me, but I'm afraid not to
many others. Almost half the
girls in the freshman class
were down town doing their
shopping and got caught in the
deluge. To make
matters
worse, some of them from the
houses on Frye Street missed
their stop and increased their
exposure. Green grow the rushes, oh.
— R. Grass
allotted space was extremely limited, and covered with standing
bodies. When the kids finally located their bags, they found thtm
piled very high and people sitting
on them. To get off the train one
of them had to make a flying leap
into the arms of a hopeful bystander. As it is, two of the suitcases
are still having an audience with
the Pope.
A more interesting sidelight was
their study of the French lovers.
Anytime, anyplace, anyone
WOW!
Meeting The People
In all, the kids had a really wonderful time. They were glad that
tney went on bicycles because they
were more interested in meeting
people than in seeing all the
famous places (although they got
in a quota of those also). But on
the wheels, they met the people on
the countrysides and in the cities.
They were appreciated in England
for their bicycles (lack of petrol)
and they discovered that besides
being individual visitors, they were
also representatives of America
which is still everywhere looked up
to as the land of opportunity.

THEATRES

Romeo E. Thibodeau

on it.

Campus Sounding Board

There are a lot of funny people around here, but one of the
funniest to meander over me so
far this year is that fellow who
has been wandering around
asking if anyone knows who
Miss Peaches is. Rumor has it
that he may have been victim
of a sunstroke this summer, but
the Student news editor is far
too sane a fellow to be crazy.
Maybe he was hungry and
thought she had brought some
peaches back with her.

of the Hobby Shoppe fascinating.
The fishbowl effect of some of the
rooms is often a pain in the neck, but
it will still be a while before one
way glass can be expected to be installed. Among the things that intrigues them most is the four doors
one has to go through to get into the
Heard tell that Mike's cellar is
house itself. They certainly will keep
getting as activated as that charwalking distance from the Commons. the freshmen busy during their cour- cial gum you used to hear advertesy rule period.
tised. Sounds like fun, and ought
The girls are very happy to be back
Taken as a whole, the rearrange- to relieve the monotony of that halt
in Mitchell. They, too, find the view ment of the dorms seems to be satis- hour wait for the clothes to get
factory to all concerned. The great- washed.
est praise each group can bestow is
A funny thing happened after
that the dorm under discussion is
chapel the other day. Seems
convenient to the central activities
that some of the freshmen
on the campus.
were so impressed by the solo
By Bill Norris

Chest Committee promised it would receive last year.

cumstances, the WSSF received only $1150 of the $1700 promised.

GiftOtClass Oi790*1
Jest Jottings

After what the freshmen have been through in the last five days Roger Wilhelmina
they must think college is a place where people give advice on going

Ceremonial Mace ls

- with Paulette Goddard - Oscar Homolka
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REID & HUGHES
The New
DECORATING YOUR ROOMS?

We thank our correspondents of last spring for helping us to
make the STUDENT in this -way a more interesting paper to read.
And once again we invite all our readers—students, faculty, alumni,

Hunt
Room

BIG CURTAIN FESTIVAL NOW IN PROGRESS

and parents—to drop us a line whenever they have something to
contribute to the general exchange of ideas and comments.
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Many students and several members of the faculty and administration have told us that the Letters to the Editor column we printed almost every week last spring did a lot toward enlivening the
paper as a sounding board for ideas and opinions on campus events
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Change in the price policy,
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re for campus
is the p«*
I
the
game. First
r(jchm^
yovt athletic ticjj, admission to all
kk Prov:
athletic events. Women
£* their tickets at the
' Locker Building between
,. Thursday,
m.
Men may ob■itandSatu-^
"Us *«rin8 ' " same times
the
Ej Athletic Office
vtn. It •■■ necessary to
•: "Gtfcsc
care!- in person since
jjjiiaturt i; required
' -ginning at
i
bus company
p. m. the lo'"
ring from Rand
lireel
*< game,
srfl be waiting after the
take students back to
„,. The faro will be the usua'
*:rtiling, a dime or a token,
josentw her< C.u best bet is
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tor a quarter.
■ ■'■■'r "

At the
game students will enterthrough the gate 7S+SJ2L
A secnon has been reserved on the
press box side of the field for the
seattng of Bates students and faculty. These are the only reserved
seats as all else are on
first
come, first served basis.
The game itself should be exciting enough as it provides our first
real look at the squad but there i«
still more. The bands from Edward
Little and Lewiston High Schools
will be there to play and between
the halves there will be a special
sk!ll contest. This will .match placekicking teams from Edward Little
Lewiston, Rumford and St. Dominies. Each team will have a center
holder, and kicker and all will be
attired in their school uniforms.
The kicking will begin from the
two yard line, then the five, ten,
fifteen, etc., until a winner is found
via the elimination route. Each
kicker will have three chances
from each distance and all kicking
will be from straight out (no angle
kicking). The winning team of
three will be the guest of Bates
College during the Maine football
game and will sit on the bench
with the team.

Frosh Play Four Game
Slate; Hatch Is Coach
The Freshmen will play a four
« schedule this yL* *JZ
contests staged o„ Garce.on FieS
Along w.th the new faces in \t
■neup there will be a new look" on
he coaching lines. This season introduces Robert W. Hatch as the
coach of the Freshmen. Bobby grad.
-»ed last year from Boston University after captaining the football
team n h.s senior year. He was
among those chosen to represent the
Worth ,n the annual North-South
football game in Miami.

All in all, it should be a festive
evening. Bates will be wearing its
new garnet uniforms for the first
time and should observe the occasion by winning. That will serve as
this column's prediction.

Prexy Addresses First Chapel
(Continued from ; age one)
use summer vacations intelligently,
Dancing followed the pro- to get to know people of different
ROBERT W. HATCH
and refres
nts were backgrounds than their own, to
Freshman Coach
find time for spiritual development,
and
to
learn
to
judge
individuals
by
Parents At Assembly
By way of illustrating his versatilthan 300 parents were character and personality rather
ity
he also played varsity baseball and
g those attending the first than outward appearances.
played it well enough to appear in an
■man assembly last Saturday
The group was led in college
all-star game in Detroit. To round
which featured talks by songs by Mr. Norton, new instrucout his athletic activities in school
dent Phillips, and Mr. Lind- tor in music, and accompanied by
he also managed to serve as coach
chairman of the Freshman Robert Cagenello on the piano and
of the golf and tennis teams as well
feting Committee.
William LaRochelle on the trumas being an instructor in the school's
Phillips stressed the advan- pet. LaRochelle also played a trum- physical education program. All this
ot a ".-mail. New England pet solo and the group was enter- while still a student. Bobby would
arts college". stating that it tained by a trio composed of John seem to be well qualified for his
have been easier for Bates Greim, Dana Williams, and Karl present post here at Bates.
ire grown larger during the Koss, last spring's mayorality camBridgton Academy will provide th*
aid post-war years rather than paign entertainment standouts.
Bobkittens with their first test when
to its normal pre-war Facuty Members Speak
they play here on Friday, Oct. 14.
imnt. Among the advantages
Traditions
Night
and
Sports The following Friday will find
•mall college cited by the
Night took the spotlights Monday Huntington School of Boston the oplent are the intimate relationand Tuesday evenings. Dr. SaVryer ponent. After a two day rest the
among >tudents and
and Dean Rowe told the freshmen squad will meet Tilton Academy on
(ten students and the faculty.
Monday of many Bates traditions Monday, Oct 24. After that there
sident Phillips stated that the instituted before and since the two
■pent at college is the transi- graduated, and Tuesday evening the will be no game until the windup tilt
bttween home life and the frosh men were addressed by mem- with Maine Central Institute on
when responsibilities have to bers of the athletic department and Nov. 4.
it by the individual alone. To shown movies of last fall's BatesAl! of these games should provide
plish the transition, the pres- Maine football game. The fresh- stiff competition for the Frosh for
said, increased responsibility man women attended a party given these prep schools annually put out
ced on the student during his by the Women's Athletic Associa- strong teams which take a special de.: college,
light in beating college freshmen. At
tion Tuesday.
most important thing the
Dr. Zerby, Prof. Ingles,' Dr. this date it is of course too early to
has to offer is the developFisher, and Prof. Bartlett spoke at make any prediction regarding the
ot social responsibility and
daily freshman assemblies during personnel or strength of the Fresh'attitudes toward life", Dr.
men.
the week.
I declared.
Freshman Football
At a reception for new women by
For Freshmen
the Student Government Wednes- Oct. 14 Bridgton Academy
ihe opening address, Mr.
Bates 2:30
day afternoon, President and Mrs.
™> gave the new students
Phillips,
Miss
Schaeffer,
Mrs. Oct. 21 Huntington School
"tips" which, he said, were
Bates 2:30
Cross, Dean Clark, the house felW irom the advice of college
Oct.
28
Tilton
School
Bates 2:30
lows and house directors were in
'es. Plan your day," he
Nov. 4 Maine Central Institute
the reception line.
allowing time to waste."
Bates 2:30
Freshmen were briefed on freshLtndholm also urged the
■"en to find time to read not man rules yesterday morning by
*n>t is prescribed but also William Perham, president of the
!h
ey want, to gain an appre- Student Council and Rae Walcott,
°t art and the theater, to Student Government president.
.■
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[May We Serve You
As We Have Your Folks
{And Your Folks' Folks
with BETTER FOOD
Since 1875

[249 Main St

Pondmen To Play Seven
Game Schedule This Fall
1949 finds the Garnet playing a
duplicate of last year's schedule with
the opening game being played this
Saturday night against a virtuallyunknown Mass State team. In last
year's match Mass State edged the
locals by a 7-6 count the game being played away. Saturday's game is
to be played in Auburn at Walton
Field. Further information about the
game may be found elsewhere on
this page.
On October 1 the squad travels to
Middlebury with hopes of -avenging
1948's 20-7 defeat here at Bates. On
the following week, October 8, Tufts
will bejiere. The score of this game
last year was 28-7 with the wrong
team on the long end. This was the
worst licking suffered by the Pondmen. In the last game before the
State Series, Bates will try to repeat
its 18-6 victory over Northeastern.
This game will be in Boston on October 15.
The Series opens with Maine at
Garcelon Field on October 22 and
will be the chief event of Back-toBates weekend. The 1948 Bobcat

Radio Cabs

.

BISSAILON'S
MUSIC STORE
*

The tentative starting lineup for
this Saturday night's season opener, as Coach Pond gave it to this
scribe at press time is as follows:
At ends, Scotty and Fred Douglas; tackles will be Bill Perham
and Bill Cunnane; guards Lefty
Faulkner and Gerry Condon; center of course Norm Parent; wingback Nate Boone; blocking Dick
Berry; spinning Shirl Hamel; and
tailback will be Walker Heap.
Mind you, this is subject to change.

Sports Writers, Radio Men Entertained Here

NICHOLS TEA ROOM

Ray's I.G.A. Store
Three minutes from Campus
95 ELM ST.
7:00 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.
Phone 2-5612

ERNIE'S MARKET
Closest Spot to Campus

r CAN .K*§
STORE

rOR

MEN

Phone 2-6926 to Place Orders

AT BATES
NEARLY EVERY MAN LIKES
ARROW
GORDON
OXFORDS

Weekly: 7 A. M. to 10:30 P. M.
Sunday: 8 A. M. to 8:30 P. M.

to a Men's Store

mFLOWERS
&«*
By Wire

DUBE'S
FLOWER SHOP
195 Lisbon St

that's geared

■fSaar

For those who are interested at
this point the senior manager for
the squad is Austin Jones, and his
two hapless underlings are junior
Al Dunham, and soph Dick Mercuric

Varsity Cross Country

vites the fellows down
• •
Bus Service

Dick Scott will be a starter at
one of the end slots, and soph
Fred Douglas will fill in at the
other flank. Hal Conforth, who
saw a little bit of action at end
last year will be back at that position along with Ralph Perry, a
back of last year. Ted Coshnear
also is an end candidate, as is the
ex-Bobkitten from T. H., -George
Kanna.

Fountain Specials ...

Taxi Service

4-4066

The veteran Bill Perham is one
of the men who will see a lot of
action at tackle this year, and
Coach -Petre has borrowed Bill
"Cuddles" Cunnane from an end position to fill in at the other tackle.
Backing up these two you will find
Don Russell, and sophs John MacDonald, Tom Jones, and Vin McGee. John Sevigny is another of the
above-mentioned guard candidates.

PLAZA GRILL

Says "Hello" again and in-

Call

in the center slot, as is Bill Paradis. Flanking the pivot post in
guard position we find the veteran
Lefty Faulkner, and ex-tackle Gerry Condon. Short n' Squat Larry
Ovian is another of the men playing a good game of guard, along
with Al Trocchi, Chick Somers,
and Bernie Holgerson. Also, an exFrosh Bob Muller is filling in at a
guard slot.

Oct. 7 U. of Maine
Orono
Oct. 15 Northeastern U.
Bates
Raymond W. (Ducky)
Pond
The past Monday saw Bates
Oct. 1 U. of Vermont Burlington
spoke
at
the
luncheon
giving
a
playing host to sportswriters and
Nov. 1 STATE MEET
preview of the season and sumAugusta Country Club radio men from New England. The
handed the Orono Bear a stunning
ming up Bates' possibilities.
visitors came chiefly from Maine
31-0 defeat which should be very difThe freshmen will face an eight
but attendance was great enough to
ficult to repeat. Maine looks strong
meet schedule this fall beginning on
but the loss of Colombe indefinitely
October 11 against Gardiner High provide encouragement for future
has been a severe blow.
School. Such a slate should pro- meetings. This was the first atThe following Saturday Bates will
vide the Bobkitten harriers with tempt of Bates to stage such a conAT THE SIGN OF
travel to Bowdoin to meet the club a wealth of valuable experience
ference.
which has been set up as the pre- and give Coach Thompson a good
THE LOBSTER
season team to beat. Last year saw idea of what he, may expect from
Opportunity was provided for the
for
the Polar Bear eke out a hard fought the Class of '53.
visitors to meet Lloyd H. Lux, new
13-12 win with the issue in doubt all
FINE FOOD
athletic director, and Robert W.
The schedule:
the way.
Hatch, new freshman coach. After
The season's windup comes against
Freshman Cross Country
the luncheon the group moved
Lewiston
Colby which succumbed last year 7-0.
177 Main St.
The Mule, as usual, does not seem too Oct. 11 Gardiner High School Bates outside to watch and meet the footBates ball squad with photos being taken.
potent but cannot be ignored as wit- Oct. 14 Lisbon High School
Away
ness the 1947 game in which a heav- Oct. 17 Hebron Academy
Bates
ily favored Bates squad provided the Oct. 20 Kents Hill School
Bates
only win for the Colby football year. Oct. 25 Brunswick H. S.
Oct. 28 KingfieldH S.
Bates
The schedule:
Nov. 1 Gould Academy
Bates
Varsity Football
IN COOL . . . AIR CONDITIONED
Sept. 24 U. of Massachusetts 8:00 Nov. 4 Bridgton Academy - Bates
(Night Game, Walton Field, Aub.)
PLEASANT SURROUNDINGS
Oct
1 Middlebury
Mid'b'y 2:00
For That . . .
Oct. 8 Tufts
Bates 2:00
Oct. 15 N'eastern U. Boston 2:00
EVENING SNACK
Oct. 22 U. of Maine
Bates 1:30
Lewiston, Maine
162 Lisbon Street
Oct. 29 Bowdoin
Brunswick 1:30
Nov. 11 Colby
Waterville 1:30
Tel. 2-6422

Lewiston

For INSTANT

Cross Country Team Tentative Starting Lineup Given
Schedules Announced For Saturday's Mass State Game

The Bates Cross Country team
By Al Dunham
will compete in a four meet
The 1949 edition of the Bates
schedule according to the informaGrid
Bobcats is being given its
tion released ■ by Lloyd H. Lux,
new director of athletics here at final tune-up by Coach "Ducky"
adU tS Wi
st, Hen,
'
" be admitted for °ne dollar a head while Bates.
Pond this week, prepping for their
elrfv «.™ay P3SS ,hr°Ugh f°r fOT,y cents if thev >>"* their tickets
arclight
opener with the U. of
early, fifty cents at the gate. All tickets are on a rush basis.
In the opener on October 7, C.
Ray Thompson's forces will travel Mass. this Saturday night at Wal. It has long been felt that the prohibitive prices to games have
to Orono to meet the strong Uni- ton Field in Auburn. Assistant
«ept attendance down unnecessarily since the townspeople are
versity of Maine squad. With their Coach Petre has been putting the
not that interested. If attendance at the local high school games
tremendous depth they always put
can be considered any criterion there is a tremendous amount
linemen through their paces, while
out
a potent aggregation.
of interest in sports locally and there would seem to be no
Frosh Coach Hatch has taken the
reason why some of this interest could not be directed toward
On the following week North- backs under wing.
collegiate football. No reason, that is, except the cost of gaineastern will invade GarcelOn Field
ing admission. We feel that a greater revenue will be realized
and should also prove to be a
Although the squad is comparawith lower prices and furthermore there will be a gain in local
strong opponent.
tively small this year there is plengood will.
On October 21 Bates will travel ty of fight and speed around. The
Another feature of the game will be the appearance of the new Bates to Burlington to compete again.-1 backfield
shows much
of the
football uniforms. Garnet helmets, jersies, and pants'will be the uniform the University of Vermont. This is team's speed what with the "Enor the day for all home games according to present plans. It appears the final meet before the State
glewood Express", Nate Boone at
tnat they will also be worn for all State Series games.
Meet on November 1. This annual
meet will be held at the Augusta wing, and Walker Heap at tail.
The Bobcat schedule will offer its usual seven games this
Country Club and will determine The "Pride of Portland", Dick
year. There was an attempt to schedule a game for November
the
State Champion.
Berry, is playing a standout game
5 since that open date occurs between the Bowdoin game and
the annual clash with Colby on Armistice Day. However, neat blocking back, and Shirl Hamel
gotiations for a game were unsuccessful including the reported
looks good in the spin-back slot.
engagement with the Maine Maritime Academy.
Jesse Castanias is back in his
Wally Leahy, regular Bates tackle for the past three years, has been
blocking back position along with
Ceclared ineligible for the coming season although he is still in school,
"Wimp" Larochelle. There are
tie played freshman football at Maine before entering the service and
three newcomers to Coach Pond's
--o has used up the allotted four years of competition. Also ineligible
backfield forces this year in the
this fall is Bob Lecompte but his difficulty is scholastic. Dick Berry,
shape of transfers from Devens.
transfer from Eastern Nazarene College in Wollaston, Mass., has been
made eligible and will probably see a good deal of service in the backOne of the ex-Devenites who is
held. He was the first string catcher for the freshmen last year. Eastshowing up well in the pass-tossern Nazarene College sponsors no intercollegiate athletic competition
ing department is one Jake Larwhich is the reason for the eligibility ruling.
son, and two other of his cronies
This column is very happy to welcome Bobby Hatch to the
looking good in halfback positions
Bates coaching staff and wish him the very best of luck.
are
Bill
Mobilia and "Brink"
Various experts have set Bowdoin up as the next state football chamBrinkerhoff. Stan Ladd, of last
pion with strong competition from Maine and Bates. There would seem
year's Bobkittens, is another ace
to be little wrong with this analysis. Bowdoin possesses a wealth of
pass
thrower in the back area.
hackfield material with what seems to be an adequate line. Maine, as
usual has depth and should be very tough. The loss of Colombe cannot
Shifty Fred Ionelle is another
be laughed off, however. But on the other hand, Harry Marden, former
spinner-back candidate, and Art
Colby star, will be eligible this year and could make considerable difDudas is bolstering the blocking
ference.
back position.
LLOYD H. LUX
Switching to basketball for a moment, the report is that Teddy
"Big Norm" Parent is back fillAthletic Director
Shiro, Colby sparkplug, has transferred to Maine. This report is
ing the pivot position in his usual
denied and affirmed almost daily but is an interesting possibility.
able way. Last year's guard-tackle
At Maine Shiro would not be eligible.
The schedule:
Hod Record is backing up Norm
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Boston Tea Store
AVERAGE PERGAMS/

s4i<KCHd (fated**

to the collegiate taste.

R. W. CLARK CO.

A* a matter of fact, over
70% of college men prefer Arrow »hirts, and we
have on hand a fine
selection of crisp oxfords in your favorite collar style. $3.95
While you're at it—see our new Arrow ties. $1 - $2.50

DRUGS
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Dean Rowe Names Faculty Members
To New Administrative Committees
Commencement: Coach ThompFaculty and joint faculty-student
committees for this year have been son, chairman, Miss Eaton, secretary, Marjorie Dwelley, Dr. Fisher,
announced by Dean Rowe's office.
Walker Heap, Mr. Jones, Mr. RobFaculty Committees
ertson, Mr. Ross, and Prof. WhhAdmissions: Prof. Quimby, chairbeck.
man, Dean Clark, secretary, Irof.
George Colby Chase Lecture: Dr.
Bailey, Prof. Bortner, and Mr.
Wright, chairman, Prof. Harms,
Lindholm,
Walker Heap, Glenn Kumekawa,
Advanced Standing for Service- Mr. Stattel, .Michael Stephanian,
men: Prof.. Sampson, chairman, Dr. Sylvia Stuber and Miss Robinson
Fisher, Miss Libby, and Mr. Lir.dholm.
^
Coordinating: President Phillips,
chairman, Prof. Berkelman, De.«n
(Continued from page one)
Clark, Dean Rowe, Prof. Walmsearlier
in the World's Student
ley, and Prof Wilkins.
Christian Federation conference in
Discipline: Dr. Sawyer, chairman,
Ohio.
Dean Clark, Dr. Fisher, Prof.
Earlier in the summer, StringfelSampson, and Coach Thompson.
low had to decline an invitation from
Educational TJuidance and Curric- Rep. John Kee, chairman of the
ulum: Dr. Fisher, chairman, Miss House Foreign Affairs Committee, to
Libby, secretary. Prof. Bartlct!, testify in Washington as a student
Dean Clark, Prof. Kimball,, Dean
leader on the military assistance bill
Rowe, Prof. Schaeffer, Dr Thomas,
for arming western European naProf. Whitbeck, and Dr. Zerby.
tions. At that time Stringfellow was
Graduate Standing: Prof. Harms enroute to Toronto, Ont., as chairchairman, .Mias Libby, secretary, man of the United States delegation
and Dr. Wright.
to the World's Student Christian
Honors: Prof. Carroll, chairman, Federation general committee meetDr.. D'Alfonso, secretary, Prof ing. Unable to go personally to
Harms, Prof. Ingles, Dr. Mc- Washington, he submitted written
Creary, Dr. Thomas, and Dr. testimony instead.
Woodcock.
Writes on "World Struggle"
Stringfellow's election to the world
Purinton Fund: Prof. Kimball,
chairman, Mr. Ross, secretary, and federation's executive committee was
Mr. Fairneld.
by unanimous action of the 134 deleSchedule
and
Examinations: gates from 40 nations assembled in
Prof. Ingles, acting chairman, Miss Toronto during August. The youngest
Libby, secretary, Mr. Lux, and student ever chosen for this post,
Prof. Wilkins.
Stringfellow will represent the UnitScholarships, Prizes, and Fellow- ed States for three years on the comships: Dean Rowe, chairman. Prof. mittee, which meets annually in difBartlett, Dean Clark, Dr. Donovan, ferent parts of the world to carry on
and Prof Kendall.
the work of the international moveScholastic Standing: Prof. Whit- ment.
beck, chairman. Prof. Walmsley,
Stringfellow was also named by
secretary, Prof. Bailey, Dean Clark, the WSCF to its five-man Political
Prof. Kimball, Prof. Sampson, and Commission, which is responsible for
Dr. Zerby.
the political research and study proSectioning:
Prof.
Buschmann, gram of the federation. This group
chairman, Dr. Painter, secretary, was charged with specific responsiMr. Freedman, Mr. Stattel, and
Mr. Ward.
Faculty-Student Committees
Activities: Dean Rowe, chairman,
Dean Chirk, secretary, Prof. An
drews, Prof. Borkelman, Frances
Curry, Mr Ross. Dr. Sawyer, Prof.
Schaeffer, and Wendell Wray.

Stringfellow

Faculty
(Continued from page one)
years of varsity football, baseball,
and basketball. He served 18
months in the Marine Corps.
In addition to his studies at Boston University, last year Mr. Hatch
served as the university's golf and
tennis coach and as an instructor in
physical education.
Sociology
George F. Taylor of Farmington
and Donald R. Friend of Grand
Rapids, Mich., have been appointed
instructors in the department of sociology. Mr. Taylor will take over
the courses of Dr. Myhrman, who
is on sabbatical leave this year.
Mr. Taylor was graduated from
Farmington State Teachers College
in 1935 and received his A.B. degree from Colby in 1940. He has
teaching
experience
in
several
Maine high schools and in Beverly,
Mass. After attending Bates summer sessions in 1939 and 1940 he
served with the U. S. army and
was in the D-Day invasion.
The recipient of a master of education degree from Boston University in 1948, Mr. Taylor is now a
registrant for his doctorate there.
Since 1946 he has been an instructor
in sociology at Gorham State
Teachers College.
Mr. Friend is a graduate of Harvard. He has been studying for his
master's degree at College of the
Pacific in Stockton, Cal., for the
past year and has taught at
Humphrey's Business College, in
the same city.
During the war Mr. Friend saw
service with the field artillery.
Government
Dr. Johh C. Donovan '42 is new
bilities to produce a book on "the
Christian outlook on#the world struggle", and to stage a world student
conference on the same subject in
France next summer.
The commission will have its headquarters in London, where Stringfellow will soon be studying at the
London School of Economics and
Political Science as a Rotary International Foundation fellow.

to the faculty as instructor in government. A Phi Beta Kappa Bates
alumnue. Dr. Donovan served with
the U.S. Pacific fleet during the
war. He received his master's degree in political science from Harvard in 1948 and his doctorate, also
from Harvard, last June.
English
Raymond W. Aikeh of Philadelphia will teach English. Mr. Aiken
received his master's degree in English from the University of Pennsylvania, his alma mater, last June.
A member of Phi Beta Kappa, Mr.
Aiken last year held the graduate
scholarship in library-fellowship at
Pennsylvania.
Spanish
Dorothy P. Golden of Kingston.
Pa., has been appointed Spanish
instructor. She will temporarily replace Mrs. Powers, who is on a
one year leave of absence to study
for her doctorate.
Miss Golden, a 1948 graduate of
Vassar College, has since received
■her master's degree from Columbia
University. She has also attended
summer school at the University of
Mexico and Middlebury Spanish
School.
The new Spanish instructor will
s:rve as house fellow in Cheney
House.
Chemistry
Howard M. Curry of Haverhill,
Mass., will take over the chemistry
courses of Dr. Lawrance, who is
on sabbatical leave this year.
Mr. Curry, a graduate of Northeastern University with honor in
1945, has since received his master's
degree from Boston University. He
is now working on a doctorate
thesis dealing with the preparation
of nitrocarbonates.
Classics
Marie A. Giuriceo of Ithaca, N
Y., has joined the faculty as instructor in the classics.
An A.B graduate of Hunter Col-
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NEW

your very own length—medium,
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you beautifully, without bones or
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so it can't roll over. They're soft,
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you!
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Mademoiselle // Scholarship Funds Totalling $24,000 Head
Announces '49 List Of Gifts To The College During Summer
Contest Rules

lege in 1942, Miss Giuriceo was ff
elected to Phi Beta Kappa. She received her master's degree in 1948
from Cornell University, where she
,»as been studying for her doctorate. Miss Giuriceo is a member of
Mademoiselle Magazine has anEta Sigma Phi. She will teach both
Latin and Greek and reside as nounced the opening of its annual
contest for this year's College
house fellow in Mitchell House.
Board members, who are eligible
Music
for selection as "guest editors" of
Matthew F. Norton, Jr., ol
the August College issue of the
Mamaroneck, N. Y., is Bates' new
magazine.
director of music.
Guest editors, 20 of whom will be
Mr. Norton received his bach- selected from the College Board on
elor's degree from Columbia* College in 1943 and served in the
m«n competing in intercollegiate
army until 1945. While stationed in
athletics.
Luxembourg he studied with _ AlA graduate of Tufts Medical
bert Leblanc, organist of the Lux
School, Dr. Green interned at the
embourg Cathedral.
Boston City Hospital, served more
He received his master's degree
than two years as surgical resident
hi musicology in 1948 from Columat Worcester, Mass., Memorial
bia College and for the past two
Hospital, and a year at the Pondyears has been in charge of the
ville Cancer Hospital in Walpole,
Foreign Students' Deck at the colMass.
lege, while continuing his study of
Mrs. Marie Singer of Thoma=ton
music.
is now director of residences for
Extension Courses
Milliken, Whittier, Frye St., and
Arvard Webster, director of guid- Wilson houses. She is replacing
ance in the Auburn public schools, Mrs. MacKinnon, who is now house
will be the instructor for the two director at the Women's Unionsemester Extension courses to be Mrs. Singer was graduated from
given here this year. The courses Framingham, Mass., Teachers Colwill be open to all junior and sen- lege and taught for ten years in
Camden and Thomaston schools.
ior high school teachers.
Florence L. Field of Auburn, for
Mr. Wdbster, a University of
over 20 years a member of the
Maine graduate, has served as subAlumni Office staff, has now asmaster of Casco High School, prinsumed duties as ah assistant in
cipal in Alfred, and since 1945 has
Coram Library.
been associated with the Auburi.
A graduate of Edward Little
schools. He has also taught extenHigh School, Miss Field was secsion courses in Auburn and at Bosretary to the president of Straight
ton University.
College in New Orleans be "ore
Staff Appointments
coming to Bates. Prior to her many
Dr. Ross W. Green of Central years of service in the Alumni OfMaine General Hospital is now fice, Miss Field was secretary for
serving as associate college physi- he Placement Office and bookkeepcian, with medical responsibility for er for student organizations.

PASTRY OF ALL KINDS

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

PALA ROOA

DRAPER'S
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1949

The Josephine Wakefield f ,
Two scholarship funds of $1 »,J00
llin
and $10,000 head the list of gifts to Fund of $14,000 was estabij^'' «
the
will
of
the
late
Alice
\\
«*
^
the college announced during the
of Boston and is in memor "-'^
summer by President Phillips.
mother. The income from th °: H
the basis of three assignments will be used for scholarship *"**
poses for women student* at p""'"
given by the magazine durins the
Miss Collins was a Phi Bet if'"'*'
year, journey to New York City
graduate of Bates in 1893 d
^
where they are paid a regular sal- tired in 1943 after m
d
any y^ Jeary for their month's . work, plus science teacher ln
schools of 1,
round-trip transportation to New
Hampshire and Massachusetts
York.
A few weeks earlie. a «... 1
The trip to New York takes place
1
next June. Each guest editor will fund was established, prov,^* *
'■tl
by the will of the Coll
interview a celebrity in her chosen
field and will take field trips to Trustee Charles J Nichol^VpH
Port
land.
-<
newspaper offices, fashion workBooks,
Urns,
&
Recordak
rooms, radio stations, stores, adverOther gifts include :
p.
tising agencies, and printing plants.
Rules Tor joining the College McLain Merrill Fond, the m^'l
Board of the well-known fashion of which will boused to pu.-oh""
books and periodicals for (v I
magazine are:
1. Contestants must submit a re- Library; several cigarette ^"r
port of two typewritten, double- money for the purchase of d R |
spaced pages on any phase of cam- cordak for the reading ;,•' •nicrofil
pus life: a new academic course, a for Coram Library; and an additi
fashion, a fad, a campus activity, of $865 to the Class of 1909 fc^l
an interesting organization, a col- aiship Fund, bringing the tou] ,J
!
.
lege trend, or anything else tflat $2,656.
The Merrill Fund wa-, est;
might interest other college stued by George E. Merrill 0f |{0>loJ
dents.
2. Contestants must submit a in honor of his late wife. Both Wr I
snapshot plus complete data on Merrill and his wife gradual <| from|
college and home address, class Bates in 1908 and have taken J
year, college' major, other interests leading part in alumni activities
The cigarette urns, which havtl
and activities and paid or volunteer
been placed at the entrance nf the|
jobs held.
3. All material must be mailed to library and several other CimpJ
the College Board Editor, Made- buildings, were given by Elmer w.l
moiselle, 122 East 42 Street, New Campbell of Auburn, a graluateofl
York 17, New York, postmarked the Class of 1927.
The Class of 1899 gave $600 tori
no later than midnight November
the purchase of the Recordik in]
1, 1949.
4. Only undergraduates available honor of Mrs Blanche Whittum ]
to work as guest editors from June Roberts, a member of the class and |
5 to 30, 1950, are eligible.
» for many years librarian htre.

Welcome
Class of 1953
Visit us when you can at Sears'
One Stop Shopping Center
Phone 4-4041
SEARS, ROEBUCK and CO., 212 Main St., Lewiston

